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AEWI’FMCT 
Given an m x n matrix A4 over E = GF( q ‘) and an ordered basis A = {q, . . . , q} 
for field E over K = GF( q), expand each entry of M into a t X 1 vector of coordinates 
of this entry relative to A to obtain an mt X n matrix M* with entries from the field 
K. Let r=rank(M) and r* =rank(M*). We show that r< r* < min{ti,n}, and we 
determine the number b(m,n,r,r*,q, t) of m X n matrices M of rank r over GF(q’) 
with associated mt X n matrix M* of rank T* over GF(q). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If the field K is a finite field GF(9) with 9 elements, 9 = p”, p a prime, 
let V,(K) denote the n-dimensional vector space of n-tnples with entries 
from K. 
DEFINITION 1. An (n, m) linear code V is an m-dimensional subspace of 
V, (K ). The duul code to V is the (n, n - m) code V* consisting of all vectors 
yin V,(K)sucht.hatxy’= 0 for all x in V. A generator matrix for the code V 
is any matrix G with n columns over K such that V is the row space of G. 
Any generator matrix H for the dual code v* is called a parity-check matrix 
for V. 
A parity-check matrix for a code V is a matrix H which satisfies Hx’ = 0 if 
and only if x is in V. A generator matrix for a code V is a parity-check matrix 
for the dual code V*. 
The Hamming weight w(x) of a code word x in V is the number of 
non-zero components of the vector x. The Hamming distance d (x, y) be- 
tween code words x and y is defined to be w (x - y). Since V is a subspace of 
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V,(K), the minimum Hamming distance of V equals the minimum weight of 
all non-zero code words of V. If the code V has minimum Hamming distance 
d, then it is easy to see that V is capable of detecting all errors of weight 
d- 1 or less and correcting all errors of weight t= [(d- 1)/2] or less, where 
[x] is the greatest integer less than or equal to x. The following theorem and 
its corollary are widely known [2, p. 22; 6, p. 441. 
THEOREM 1. Let H be a parity-check matrix for an (n,m) linear code V 
over K. Then the minimum Hamming distance of the code is equal to the 
greatest integer d such that every set of d - 1 or fewer columns of H is 
linearly independent over K. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let parity-check matrix H for the (n,m) linear code V 
have rank T = n - m. Then the minimum Hamming distance d of V satisfies 
d<r+l=n-m+l. 
Thus, the rank of a parity-check matrix H of linear code V over K 
provides an upper bound for the minimum Hamming distance of the code V, 
as well as determining the dimension of V. 
Let K [x] denote the ring of polynomials in one unknown x with 
coefficients from the finite field K of order q. Let n be a positive integer 
such that (n,q), the greatest common divisor of n and q, is 1. 
DEFINITION 2. A cyclic code of length n over K is an ideal in the factor 
ring R = K [xl/( xn - l), where (x” - 1) denotes the principal ideal in K [x] 
generated by the polynomial X” - 1 in K [xl. 
These codes are cyclic in the sense that if (a,, a,, . . . , a,, _ 1) is the n-tuple 
of coefficients of the code word a(x), then m(x), also a code word, has 
(a,- i, a,, . . . , a,, _ J as its coefficients. Hence, if (aa, a,, . . . , a, _ J is the n-tuple 
of coefficients of a code word a(x), then all cyclic shifts of this n-tuple are 
also n-tuples of coefficients of other code words. 
If X” - 1 = fi(x) fi(x). * * fu (x) is the decomposition of X” - 1 into (distinct) 
irreducible factors, the cyclic codes of length n over K are the ideals in R 
generated by products of the fi (x) ‘s. Cyclic codes are linear, for if a cyclic 
code of length n over K is the ideal (g(r)) in R, where g(x)=g,+g,x 
+... +g,_,X”-m, then ( g(x)) is isomorphic to the (n, m) linear code in 
V,, (K ) with generator matrix the m X n matrix over K 
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and with parity-check matrix the (n-m) x n matrix over K 
r 
0 . . . 0 0 h,,, ... h, ho 
0 . . . 0 h, h,,,_, ... h, 0 
H= . . . . . .T 
. . . . . 
h, . . . h, ho ;, . . . ;, ;, 
where X” - l=g(x)h(x), with h(x)= ho+ h,x+ .a. +h,P. 
Now let g(x) of degree n-m generate cyclic code (g(x)) in R = 
K [xl/(x”- 1) of length n over finite field K of order 9, (n,q)= 1. The 
polynomial c(x) is in the cyclic code ( g(x)) if and only if c(x) = p(x) g(x) for 
some polynomial p(x). Thus, c(x) is a code word if and only if g(x) divides 
C(X). Therefore, every root of g(x) is also a root of c(x). In other words, if a,, 
a2,...,a,-, are the (distinct) roots of g(x) in the splitting field E of order q ‘, 
then a polynomial c(x) is a code word of ( g(x)) if and only if c( a,) = c(a2) 
= . . . = c(a,_,) =O. But a is a root of g(x) if and only if a@ is a root of g(x) 
for all positive integers c. Thus if a,,, ai2,. . . , uiW are the distinct representa- 
tives of equivalence classes of the roots of g(x) representing cycles of 
permutation of the roots under powers of q, then the simplest form of a 
parity-check matrix of this linear ( TZ, m) code over K is 
1 ui2 ai”, . . . a?-’ 
H= 12 
. . . 
. . . 
I. . . I 
1 1 aiL at . . * u.n-1 L 1 
However, H is over E. If each a{ in H is replaced by the column vector 
of the components of a{ relative to a specified ordered basis A for E over K, 
a wt X n matrix H* over K is obtained from H over E. H* is a parity-check 
matrix over K for the cyclic code (g(x)). However, wt, the number of rows 
of H*, may be greater than the number of rows necessary for a parity-check 
matrix for the code (g(x)). The matrix H over E is a Vandermonde matrix. 
Hence, H has rank w over E, and every subset of w columns of H is linearly 
independent over E. Thus, the rank w* of H* satisfies w* > w, and every 
subset of w columns of H* is linearly independent over K. Hence, by 
Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.1, the minimum Hamming distance d of the code 
satisfies w < d < w* + 1. But, since g(x) is of degree n - m, the code ( g(x)) is 
of dimension m, and therefore w* is n-m. 
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Again let K = GF( 9), a finite field of order 9; let (n, 9) = 1; and let t be 
the order of 9 modulo n. Let b be a primitive nth root of unity in the finite 
field E of order 9t. 
DEFINITION 3. If g(x) in K [x] is the least common multiple of the 
minimum polynomials of bi, bi+‘, . . . , bf+d-z, then the cyclic code of length 
n over K generated by g(x) is called a BCH code of designed distance d 
D-51. 
For such cyclic codes g(x) is not easily written explicitly. Thus the 
dimension of the linear (n,m)-code (g(x)) is not easily determined. However. 
a parity-check matrix over E can easily be described as above as 
1 bi bsi . . . bi(n-1) 
1 bi+l ba(i+ 1) . . . 
H=.. . 
b(i+i)(n-1) 
. . 
. . 
1 bi+d-2 ba(i+d-2) . . . b(i+d-Z)(n-1) 
H is a Vandermonde matrix. Thus, every subset of d - 1 columns of H is 
linearly independent over E. Moreover, the (d- 1)t X n matrix H* over K 
obtained from H as described previously has every subset of d - 1 columns 
independent over K. In this case, since the degree of g(z) cannot easily be 
found, the determination of the rank w* of H* becomes necessary to 
establish the dimension n - w* of the code (g(x)) and to establish the bound 
d < w * + 1 for the minimum Hamming distance d of the code. Berlekamp [ 1, 
pp. 273-2961 has made this determination for BCH codes by enumerating 
certain classes of integers modulo n. However, for other linear codes- 
Srivastava codes [l, pp. 350-352; 7], f or example-similar determinations are 
open problems. 
2. THE NUMBER OF ?n X n MATRICES OF RANK r 
OVER GF (9 ‘) WHICH ARE OF RANK r* 
OVER THE SUBFIELD GF (9) 
Let field E be an extension of field K such that [E : K] = t, finite. For 
arbitrary field F, let F (u, u) be the set of all u X o matrices with entries from 
F, and let F (a,~; r) be those matrices in F (a, u) of rank r. Let A = 
{ zi,za, . . . ,zt} be a specified ordered basis for the vector space E over the 
field K, so that each a in E can be written uniquely as a = IZip lakzk for some 
a,‘s in K. For each H in E (m,n), H= (hii), there is a unique H* in K (m&n) 
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obtained from H by expanding each entry hi. into the t x 1 column vector 
(h&h&, . . .,qJ’, where hii = E~=Ih$rk and !r$ is in K. Let fA : E (m,n)+ 
K(mt,n) byf*(H)=H* as above, relative to the ordered basis A for E over 
K. As we saw in the previous section, the rank r* of M* = fA (M) over the 
field K determines the dimension, n - r*, of the code specified by M over K 
and provides an upper bound, d < r* + 1, for the minimum Hamming dis- 
tance d of this code. We will determine how the image under fA of E (m, n; r) 
is distributed among the sets K (mt,n; r*) in the partition by rank of 
K (mt, n). Specifically, if E = GF( 9 ‘) is a finite field, and K =GF( 9), we will 
determine the cardinality, b(m,n,r,r*,q,t), of the set S=fL1 (K(mt,n;r*)) 
nE(m,n;r). 
THEOREM 2. Let A={z,,z, ,..., q} and B={w,,w, ,..., q} be two 
ordered bases fm field E over field K, [E : K] = t; let M be in E (m,n; r); and 
let M:=f,(M) and Mz=fB(M). Then rank(M~)=rank(M,*) ati rQ 
rank( MT), for i = 1,2. 
Proof. Let M = (m,J, M: = (a+), and Mz = (b+). Then mii = Xi= laiikzk = 
IZi= Ibijkwk. Suppose columns jr, is,. . . , j, of M: are linearly dependent. Then 
there exist constants d, in K such that X~=lduaii,k =0 for all i and k. 
Multiplying by z, and summing over all k, we get 
Since the q’s are linearly independent, we conclude that ~“,=,d,bi,k = 
0, for all i and k. Hence columns ir,jz,. . . , j, of M,* are also linearly 
dependent. Similarly, if columns ir, is,. . . , ic of M,* are linearly dependent, 
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then so are these same columns of MT. Therefore, rank(it4:) =rank(Mz*). 
Let T* = rank(M:). Then every subset of r* + 1 or more columns of Mf 
(and M,*) is linearly dependent. Choose any set of T* + 1 columns from M:, 
say columns ji, is, . . . , jr* + I. Then there exist constants di,ds,. . . ,d,r+l, not all 
zero, in K, such that z~=+,‘d,q,, =O, for all i and k. Multiplying by z, and 
summing over all k, we get, for each i, 
t r*+1 
O= Z IX duaiiukzk 
k=l u=l 
r*+1 
= 2 dumiiu. 
u=l 
Thus, every subset of T* + 1 columns of M is linearly dependent. Therefore, 
rank(M) < T* + 1, that is, r Q r*. n 
THEOREM 3. If M is in E (m, n) and M* = fA (M) in K (mt, n), relative to 
some ordered basis A for E over K, then, when used as parity-check 
matrices, M and M* specify the same linear code over K. That is, {x in 
V,(K)IMx’=O} = {x in V,(K)IM*x’=O}. 
Proof. Let V={x in V,(K)IMx’=O}, and let V*={x in V,,(K)IM*x’= 
O}. We must show V= v*. 
xisin V w Mx’=O 
H jg1 miixi =0 for all i 
H for all i 
w jgl m&xi = 0 for all i and k 
w M*x’=O 
H xisin V*. n 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Let M and M* be as above. If V is the linear code 
specified by M over E and v* is the code specified by M over K, then 
V*= Vn V,(K). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let E = GF( q t), K = GF(q); let V be the code specified 
by M over E; and let V* be the code specified by M* over K, where M and 
M* are as in the theorem. Then if r* is the rank of M*, we have 
4 “-‘*=IV*(=IVn V,(K)/. 
Proof. V*= Vn V,(K), so that IV*j=jVn V,(K)]. If r*=rank(M*), 
then IV*/ = q”-‘*. n 
THEOREM 4. Let E = GF(q’), K = GF(q); let M be in E (m,n; r); let 
M* = fA (M) in K (mt, n; r*); let V be the co& specified by M over E, and v* 
the code specified by M* over K. If B = {x1, x2,. . . , x, _ ,.} is a basis for v* in 
V, (K ), then the number, f ( r,r*), of ways B can be extended to a basis fm V 
in V,(E) is given by 
r*--r-l 
f (r,r*) = 
,a (qt(n-r)-qt(n-r*+k)) if r<r*, 
(2.1) 
if r=r*. 
Proof. Let xi = (xjl, xiz, . . . , xi,), xii’s in K. 
Claim: B is linearly independent over E. Proof of claim: Suppose 
~~;~*cixi=Oforsomeci’sinE.Then~~~~*cixi~=Oforallj=1,...,n. Writeci 
asci=C:=,aikz,,whereaikisinK,andA={z,,z,,...,zt}isabasisforEover 
K. Then 
n--r* 
o= 2 cixii 
i=l 
= x* ( $laikzk)xij 
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Since A is a basis for E over K, we conclude Z;~;‘~Q~~ = 0 for all i and k. 
Since B is a basis for v*, we conclude a,, =O, for all i and k. Therefore, 
ci =O, for all i, and 23 is linearly independent over E. 
If T=T*, then B is a basis for V, and f(r,r*)=l. 
If r < r*, then V is not spanned by B, and the set V\(x,,x,, . . . ,x,,_~.) is 
not empty. Choose yi in this set. The vector y1 can be chosen in qtcnpr) - 
9 ‘(“-‘*) ways, and B u {yl} is linearly independent. If V is not spanned by 
this new set, choose yz in V\(x,, . . . ,~~_~.,yr). The vector ys can be chosen 
in 9 +--I) - t(n--r*+1) ways. Continue choosing yi’s until we choose y,*_,, 9 
which can be chosen in 9 ‘@-‘) - 9t(n-r-1) ways. Then V is spanned by the 
n-r vectors {xi ,..., ~~_~.,yi ,..., Y,._~}. Thus, ifr<r*,f(r,r*) is as given in 
the statement of the theorem. n 
THEOREM 5. Let F be any field, A and B be in F(m,n), U be the code 
specified by A over F, and V be the code specified by B over F. Then U = V 
if and only if there is a matrix P in F(m,m; m) such that PA = B. 
Proof. If PA = B with P nonsingular, then, for x in V,(F), PAX’ = 0 if 
and only if Bx’ = 0. Therefore, U = V. 
Conversely, suppose U= V. Let {x1,. . . ,x,,} be a basis for V,(F) with 
{xk+i,...r x,,} as a basis for U and V. Then {ui=Ax;]i=l,...,k} and 
{v~=Bx~li=l,...,k} are bases for the images in V,(F) of V,(F) under A 
and B, respectively. Extend each to a basis for V,(F). Define P in 
F(m,m;m) by Pui=vi, for i=l,..., m. Then PAxi = Pui =vi = Bxi, for i = 
1 ,..., k, and PAxi=Bxj=O, for i=k+l,..., n. Therefore, PAx:=Bxi, for 
i=l ,..., n,andPA=B. n 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let E=GF(qt), and let V be un (n-r)-dimens&& 
subspace of V,,(E). Th en the number, g(m), of matrices A in E(m,n;r) 
which specify V as a linear code over E is given by 
m-1 
g(m) = p0 (9= 9&). (2.2) 
Proof. Blake and Mullin [2, p. SO] show that there are g(m) matrices P 
in E(m,m;m). For a fixed A in E(m,n;r) with specified code V, the 
collection {PA (P is in E (m, m; m)} contains each matrix in E (m, n; r) which 
also specifies V as its code over E. W 
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COROLLARY 5.2. Zf Mis in E(m,n;r) and M*=f,(M) is in K(mt,n;r*), 
then r*<min{rt,n}. 
Proof. Clearly, T* <n. Let M, be the row echelon form of M, let V be 
the code specified by M over E, let V* be the code specified by M* over K, 
let V, be the code specified by M, over E, let MT = fA(M1), and let V: be the 
code specified by MT over K. Then, for some P in E(m, m; m), M, = PM, so 
that V, = V. Thus V* = V n V,(K) = V, n V,(K) = V;C. Therefore rank(M:) = 
rank(M*) = r*. The matrix M, has exactly r non-zero rows, so that M: has at 
most rt non-zero rows. Therefore, r* < rt, and hence r* < min{ rt, n}. n 
THEOREM 6. Given an (n - r*)-dimension& subspace V* in V,,(K), the 
number h(r,r*) of distinct subspaces V of dimension n-r in V,(E) with 
V*= Vn V,(K) is given by 
tcr+.v _ 1 
qkt-l 
if r* >r, 
if r* = r, 
(2.3) 
if E=GF(qt) and K=GF(q). 
Proof. Given a basis {x1,, . . , x, _,*} for V*, an argument analogous to 
that used in Theorem 4 shows that {x1, . . . ,x,_ ,*} can be extended to a basis 
{x rr...,x,-,*, y1,..*, yI* _ ,} for an unspecified (n - r)-dimensional subspace V 
in V,,(E) with V*=Vn V,(K) in g(r,r*) ways, where 
I 
rf-r-l 
g(r,r*)= $ (q”t-qt(n-r*+i)) if r*>r, 
1 if r*=r. 
(2.4 
According to Theorem 4, we have counted each of these subspaces 
f(r,r*) times. Thus there are h(r,r*)=g(r,r*)/f(r,r*) distinct such sub- 
spaces, where g(r, r*) is given by (2.4) and f (r, r*) is given by (2.1). Some 
straightforward simplification will yield the expression for h (r, r*) as stated. 
The following theorem is widely known [2, p. 591. 
a 
of k-dimensional subspaces of V,(K) is 
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if K=GF(q). (2.5) 
THEOREM 8. The number b(m,n,r,r*,q,t) of matrices M in E(m,n;r) 
with fA(M)=M* in K (mt,n;r*) is given by 
b(m,n,r,T*,q,t) = n?r* h(r,r*) g(m), L 1 (2.6) 
where E=GF(qt), K=GF(q), [ .:,*I is given by (2.5), h(r,r*) is given by 
(2.4), and g(m) i.s given by (2.2). 
Proof. By Theorem 7 there are 
[ I 
n _” r* (n - r*)dimensional subspaces 
V* of V,(K). For each such V* there are, by Theorem 6, h (r, r*) (n - r)- 
dimensional subspaces V of V,,(E) with v*= Vn V,(K). By Corollary 5.1, 
corresponding to each of these subspaces there are g(m) matrices M in 
E (m, n; r) which have V as their specified code over E. n 
3. SUMMARY 
Section 2 was devoted to determining the number, b(m,n, r,r*, q, t), of 
m x n matrices of rank r over GF( q “) which have rank r* over the subfield 
GF(q). It would be desirable to be 
subfield without expanding the given 
question, but not in a particularly 
algorithm is needed. 
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